
players ： 2 ～ 4

minute ： 30　－　60

age ： 8

【Prologue】

Once upon a time there lived a princess in a land far away.

Many men came to the land who wanted to marry the princess.

However, the princess always declined. Nobody could win her heart.

So many thought the princess was completely out of their league.

One day, they noticed that the princess wanted to rearrange one of her rooms.

This is an once-in-a-lifetime chance!

The upholsterers in the town were enthusiastic

and decided to think about the room of the princess.

How can we gain the heart of the princess?

【Outline of the game】

"KAGUYAHIME" is an auction and tile placement game

Players become the furniture dealers of the town and think about 

the new room for the princess.

Please be careful about actions overlapping with other people.

Grow in favor of the princess for a tile and the bonus of the room, 

and let's aim at the victory!
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1 Components

〇 48 design tiles 〇 1 design board of princess 〇 furniture cubes

★ 4  screens ★ each 1 design board of player

★ meeples

yellow is 2 , others are 1 ★ each 3 disks

yellow expresses princess

※ For each one is a spare.

※ Each player choose one color (other than yellow) and use it about ★ contents.

(All the screens are the same.)

〇 1 common board

princess favor track order area value area storage of princess' treasures

15 red cubes
(cupboards)

5 clear cubes
(imitation)

15 blue cubes
(sofas)

15 green cubes
(tables)

15 purple cubes
(beds)
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2 Preparations design board of each player

1） Design board

Mainly on the plan board of the princess, locate

 the plan board of each player to receive it.

The room board of each player locates it

 so that a colored part becomes outward.

2） Common board the design board of princess

① Meeples

Each player places one disk to the position of

 "5" of the princess favor track.

In addition, each player put one disk

 in the order area.

(At present, the turn does not matter)

Place a princess meeple (yellow)

 to the position of "11".

② Furniture cubes

Prepare furniture cubes depending on number of players.(※）

Place one color of cube of red, blue, green, the purple in the value area at random from that.

place a number of cubes depending on the value to the treasure storage of the princess

 afterwards.（value → a cube of the number  :  1→4　/　2→3　/　3→2　/　4→1）

※ At the time of a game start,  prepare the following cubes.

Use all cubes to use during game that prepared.

 4players … red,blue,green,purple cubes each 14  clear cubes 4

 3players … red,blue,green,purple cubes each 12  clear cubes 3

 2players … red,blue,green,purple cubes each 10  clear cubes 2
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3） Design tiles

Arrange the tiles randomly in a grid 9 × X (X = number of players +1) 

Seperate the tiles in 4 columns and another 5 columns. Afterwards place the meeples

 on the edge of the rows at random.  (including princess meeple)

〈Example of the setup　（In the case of 4 players）〉

4 lines of islands 5 lines of islands

Number of players +1

4） Components for each player

Distribute the following components to each player.

1 screen　/　1 disk of one's color　/　furniture cubes（※）

※each 1 red,blue,green,purple,and clear　＋　5 cubes at random.　Total 10 cubes.

Hide the furniture cubes and the disk behind the screen

and keep them hidden from the other players.

※ Distribute cubes with this turn

①value area and storage of treasure of the princess → ②each player

※ When you distribute a furniture cube at random, please draw from the box.
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3 Flow of a round

The game goes in the following procedures.

1） Presentation phase

Take up to 2 furniture cubes into your hand

hidden from the other players.

Each player can the add a disk to their hand if they wish. All players open their hands at once.

When players played the same combination as another players, there is a penalty.

※ You can take no cubes. ※ You can play the disk only once during the game.

2） Exchange phase

When any player played a disk,

 exchange of the furniture occurs.

The player who played a disk takes one furniture cube out of the storage of treasure

 of the princess and puts it behind their screen.

Choose one furniture cube among the back of one's screen and 

put it to the storage of treasure of the princess afterwards.

After all the members finished the processing mentioned above, the player who played

 a disk does the value calculation of the furniture cube.(cf. 3-5))

※ When plural players grasp a disk, handle it according to the tiebreak rule.(cf. 5)

3） Standing in line phase

Compare the value of the furniture cube

which each player played.

The number of ★ of the value indication area becomes the value of the furniture cube.

When you hold two, add up two. From the player who is highest in total value, 

please move the disk of the match order area to the left side. (The most

expensive player is located on the frames which the picture of the princess is drawn on.)
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※ The clear furniture cube becomes the same value as another furniture cube

 which the player took. When the players holds only clear, the total value becomes 0

※ When the total of the value needs the same player,handle it according to

 a rule of tiebreak. (cf. 5)

4） Design phase

acquire a design tile from the left player

 sequentially in a match order area.

【Starting player (the left side)】

In the island of the plan tiles, take one tile from the row of plan tiles close against

 a meeple line and locate it to the design board of the princess.

And move a princess meeple to the place that acquired a tile.

Afterwards move forward the princess meeple on a favor truck only the number of "♡" .

※ At the time of the first placement, place a tile to the colored trout.

【Other players】

Take a design tile out of the left player sequentially in a match order area.

Choose one among the tile of the row where the princess is in the island of the design tile

and, to the place that acquired placement, a tile to one's design board, move one's meeple.

Confirm the furniture cube which each player grasped, and the player who grasped it

 by a combination identical to oneself confirms it afterwards whether you are.

（Confirmation of the penalty）

〈When there is not the player who played the same combination〉

Only the number of "♡" of the design tile which move forward one's disk on a favor truck.

〈When there is the player who played the same combination〉

Only the number of "♡" of the design tile which move back one's disk on a favor truck.
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※ At the time of the first placement, place a tile to the colored trout. Locate the tile

after the second piece to be next to the tile which is already located of each board.

※ About the disk, I include it in criteria the same combination.

The first player places last left one piece to one's design board and, 

to the place that acquired a tile, moves one's meeple.

Than move fowerd or back one's meeple on a favor truck like a player after the second.

5） Dedication phase

Move the furniture cube which each player 

took to the storage of treasure of the princess.

After confirm the number of furniture cubes of each color

 and move it from a color with many numbers to the left side of the value area.

※ The number of furniture cubes places the same case to the place of the same value 

with plural colors. The cube to place next flies one and locates it.

(if 3 colors cube same value , flies 2)

6） The round end

Become one round of end in 1) ～ 5).

At the end of the round confirm whether the end condition of the game was met

If it wasn't, advance to the next round and return to 1).
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【After the end of the 4th round】

After the 4th round,  take following steps before advancing to the next round.

Each player choose 2 furniture cubes varying in the kind sequentially given

 priority of tiebreak and take it from the storage of treasure of the princess 

and put it to behind their screen. (cf.5)

4 Kind of the design tiles

〈Normal tiles〉　（36 tiles)

There is a room of one quire of ×2 kind on one tile.

（blue＝bedroom　・　red＝kitchen　・　purple＝dining　・　green＝living）

Only the number of central "♡" lets you move on the favor track

forward (back) at the time of acquisition.

〈Special tiles〉

・ Large room tiles (4 tiles)

There is size for 2 quire of 1 kind of room.

There is no "♡"

・ Storing tiles (4 tiles)

There are five "♡", but is size for 1 quire of 1 kind of room.

（The yellow storing part does not have room bonus）

・ Houseplants (4 tiles)

The player who put this tile chooses 1 furniture cube

from behind the screen and puts it on this tile.

Treat this tile for 2 quires of rooms of the color same as a certain furniture cube on a tile.

※ When put it to the design board of the princess, a player putting this tile puts one's cube.

※ When there is not one's furniture cube, don't put a furniture cube on the tile.

（treat it as no room）knock over a screen and show that there is not a furniture cube.
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5 Tiebreak

Action order and order of the bonus are settled according to the same case, 

the handling of tiebreak.

【Handling of tiebreak】

Confirm the meeple line of design tiles.

Priority points out a princess meeple in a meeple

towards a main board in the starting point.

In the case of the right figure、priority is

①green　〉　②white　〉　③blue　〉　④red

6 The end of the game

End condition of the game

When the game satisfy either of the following conditions, 

the game ends at the end of the round.

① Princess meeple above "29" on princess favor track

② Each player placed their 9th piece design tile

After the game ends, calculate room bonus.

Room bounus

calculate the room bonus as following for each room color: blue(bedroom), red(kitchen),

 purple(dining), the green(living).

※ Decimals are truncated

④ ③

2）

1）

② ①

The player who has the biggest room    ： size of the room (quire)×rate of the room bonus

The player who has the second biggest room： size of the room (quire)×rate of the room bonus÷2
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【Size of the room】

In the area that matched the plan board of the princess with one's plan board, 

the most big lump becomes the size of the room with each color.

※ If more than one player have the biggest room,

 it is settled according to the handling of tiebreak. (cf.5)

【Rate of the room bonus】

Confirm it how much there is the furniture cube of each color

 in the treasure storage of the princess.

Number of player

2 people ～4 5～7 8～

3 people ～6 7～9 10～

4 people ～8 9～11 12～

rate ×1 ×2 ×3

Victory or defeat

Embrace each player for one of each room bonus that each player 

move forward the meeple on favor track.

The player who collected the most favor points wins the game!

※ If a player surpasses 29 favor points, make it +30 in current numerical value.
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7 Progress example of the game

【Example　（Flow of the round）】

Player R(red), B(blue), G(green), W(white) play a game.

This would be their sample setup.

1） Presentation phase

Each player played furniture as follows.

player R ： red　・　red　・　disk player G ： nothing

player B ： red 　・　clear　・　disk player W ： nothing
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2） Exchange phase

Because R and B played a disk, according to the tiebreak rule, handle it in order of R→B.

R took a blue furniture cube from the princess' treasure storage, 

and gave a purple furniture cube from the hand.

B took a green furniture cube from the princess' treasure storage, 

and gave a red furniture cube from the hand.

As a result, the value of the furniture become purple: 1, red, green: 2, blue : 4.

3） Standing in line phase

Compare the value of the furniture cube which each player played.

According to a rule of tiebreak, it becomes R 〉 B, G 〉 W.

Display disk as right figure.
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4） Design phase

Acquire a design tile in match order of 3).

R Put on the design board of the princess.

Move forward 2 princess meeple.

B Put on his design board.

Move forward 4 his disk.

G Put on her design board.

Her disk doesn't move.

W Put on her design board.

Move back 2 her disk.

R Put on his design board.

Move forward 2 his disk.

5） Dedication phase

Move furniture cubes which each player played to 

the treasure storage of the princess.

As a result, 2 red furniture cubes became 5. Value of the furniture fluctuates.

player R ： red　・　red

player B ： red

player G ： notheing

player W ： notheing

×
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【Example　（game end）】

The situation at the end of the game is as follows.

Because a princess meeple was beyond "29 " at the time

 of 7th rounds of end, it becomes the end of the game.

〈The storage of treasure of the princess〉 〈Design board〉

red ： 9 blue ： 8 player B

green ： 10 purple ： 12

player G player W

player R

① Calculation of the size of the room　（example　：　player W）

The biggest lump with each color is …

(quire)

red ： 4 green ： 3

blue ： 3 purple ： 9

Other players confirm it equally, too. (quire)

player B red ： 9 blue ： 3 green ： 4 purple ： 2

player G red ： 3 blue ： 10 green ： 4 purple ： 2

player R red ： 3 blue ： 5 green ： 9 purple ： 2
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② Rate of the room bonus

Calculate the cube value in treasure storage of the princess.

red ： 9cubes　→　×2 blue ： 8cubes　 →　×1

green ： 10cubes　→　×2 purple ： 12cubes　→　×3

③ Room bonus (example red room)

1st player B ： 9　×　2　　　　　 ＝　18 Move their disk 18 forward on favor track.

2nd player W ： 4　×　2　÷　2　＝　4 Move their disk forward 4 on favor track.

player B ： 9quire

player W ： 4quire

Calculate other rooms in the same way.
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Please send the question and opinion about the game
to the following addresses.

Mail ： tailgamesmiyamoto@gmail.com

Game design ： Miyamoto

Illustration ： itsukushimi Design Works

Special thanks ： Sawaguchi,Hiroshi,yukiko,NEZ,and Nice Game Publishing



8 Rule summary

【Flow of the round】 End of the game

1） Presentation phase NO YES

Princess meeple above "29" on

 princess favor truck or

Each player located the 9th piece design tile

2） Exchange phase 5） Dedication phase

3） Standing in line phase 4） Design phase

【Penalty】

Move back only the number of ”♡” if you grasp it by a combination same as other players.

【Room bonus】

In the area that matched the plan board of the princess with one's plan board, 

the most big lump becomes the size of the room with each color.

〈Rate of the room bonus〉

Number of player

2 people ～4 5～7 8～

3 people ～6 7～9 10～

4 people ～8 9～11 12～

rate ×1 ×2 ×3
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The player who has the biggest room    ： size of the room (quire)×rate of the room bonus

The player who secondly has a big room： size of the room (quire)×rate of the room bonus÷2

Number of furniture cube

/
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